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WEIGHTED AND VECTOR-VALUED INEQUALITIES
FOR POTENTIAL OPERATORS

FRANCISCO J. RUIZ BLASCO AND JOSÉ L. TORREA HERNANDEZ

ABSTRACT. In this paper we develop some aspect of a general theory par-

allel to the Calderón-Zygmund theory for operator valued kernels, where the

operators considered map functions defined on Rn into functions defined on
Rn+1 = Rn x [0)OO).

In particular, we apply the obtained results to get vector-valued inequal-

ities for the Poisson integral and fractional integrals. Some weighted norm

inequalities are also considered for fractional integrals.

1. Introduction. The main objective of this paper is to find weighted and

vector-valued inequalities for some operators mapping functions defined on Rn into

functions on R™+1 = Rn X |0,oo).

We now mention some of the concrete operators we shall consider and the cor-

responding inequalities:

(I) The Poisson integral:

Pf(x, t)=  f   f(y)P(x - y, t) dy       (x GRn,t> 0),
JR"

where

P(x,í)=c„í(|x|2+í2)-<"+1)/2

is the Poisson kernel.

(II) The maximal operator M introduced by Fefferman and Stein [1]:

Mf(x, t) = sup | yij I \f(y)\ dy\        (x GRn,t> 0),

where the supremum is taken over the cubes Q in Rn centered at x with sides

parallel to the axes and has side length at least t.

(III) The generalized fractional integral of order a (0 < a < n):

raf(x,t) = cn
Jw

dy       (x GRn, t> 0).
\x-y\+t)n~a

(IV) The maximal operator Ma (0 < a < n), which controls (in a sense that will

be made precise later) the fractional integral of order a:

Maf(x, t) = sup | |g|1X_a/n J \f(y)\ dy}        (x GRn,t> 0),
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where the supremum is taken over the cubes Q in Rn centered at x with sides

parallel to the axes and has side length at least t (observe that Mo = At).

The vector-valued inequalities that we shall obtain will be of the type

M    {/s,+l (Çw) ' .,)    sci^D/i
p/r

dx

1/p

and

1/9

(!')        \p\(x,t)GRn++1:J2\Tf3\r>^ <§/.(H
l/r

dx

for p a generalized Carleson measure, i.e., p(Q) < C\Q\6, where Q denotes the cube

in i2"+1 with the cube Q as its basis, \Q\ denotes the Lebesgue measure of Q in

Rn, 8 > 1, and C is a constant.

In the case T = At of T — P the inequalities (1) and (1') are valid respectively

for 1 < p — q < oo and q = 1, with 8 = 1 in both cases.

In the case T = AtQ or T = Ta and S = s(l — a/n) > 1, (1) and (1') are valid

respectively for 1/p = a/n + s(l — a/n)/q, s < q < oo and q — s.

The fact that inequalities (1) and (1') are true for P and At could be established

after the work of J. L. Rubio de Francia [5], in which some relation between vector-

valued inequalities and weighted norm inequalities are proved, and the papers of F.

J. Ruiz and J. L. Torrea [7, 8], where some kind of weighted norm inequalities for

the operators P and At are established.

Although the operator P is controlled pointwise by At and, therefore, would

be sufficient to obtain the vector-valued inequalities (1) and (1') for At, we shall

develop a general technique parallel to the Calderón-Zygmund theory for vector-

valued functions (see J. L. Rubio de Francia, F. J. Ruiz and J. L. Torrea [6]) which

will allow us to consider the two operators P and At as singular integrals of a general

type and to get, indistinctly, (1) and (1') for P and At.

The organization of this paper is as follows: in §2 we introduce all notations

and we state the main results; the proofs are given in §3; in §4 we apply the above

results to obtain, in particular, (1) and (1') for P, At, TQ and AtQ. Finally, in §5,

we prove some weighted norm inequalities for At«.

Throughout this paper the letter C will be used to denote a positive constant,

not necessarily the same at each occurrence.

2. Main theorems. The letters A and B will denote arbitrary Banach spaces,

Z(A, B) will be the set of bounded linear operators from A to B.

Let p be a positive measure on i2™+1 and w a positive measurable function in

Rn. Given 0 < a < n and 1 < p,q < oo we shall say that the pair (p,u>) satisfies

condition Cg,p,Q (or (ß,u) G C0,p,a) if for any cube Q in Rn

(2)
v(Q)^{mbiv)'p'/Pdx

i/p'
<c

|Q|(l/p)-(a/-v   V|V|,Q

(p' always means the conjugate exponent of p, i.e. (p — l)(p' - 1) = 1).
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We shall say that (/i,w) satisfies condition Cq,i,a for 1 < q < oo and 0 < a < n

if

(21) sup ,^,7     .    < Cw(z)    a.e. i.
1 Q9x IQ)1"0/"   -

The cases a — 0 and 1 < p = g < oo have already been considered in [7]; we

shall simply write Cv in this case.

If u! = 1, the above conditions are of the type p(Q) < C\Q\S, i.e. p is a generalized

Carleson measure of order <5.

We shall denote by LpA(Rn;dx), 1 < p < oo, the Bochner-Lebesgue space of

A-valued strong measurable functions / such that jRn \\f(x)\\pAdx < oo. Analo-

gously we define LA(Rn ; uj(x) dx) or LpB(R™+1;dp). Sometimes, we shall write in

an abridged form LA(dx), LA(du) or LpB(dp).

Now we state the main theorems.

THEOREM l. Let A, B be Banach spaces, 0 < a < n and s such that 0 < 1/s <

1 — a/n. Let T be a bounded linear operator from LnA(dx) into L'B(dp), where p

is a generalized Carleson measure of order s(\ — a/n).

Suppose that there exists a Z(A,B)-valued function K in

RnxRnx R+\{(x, x, t): xGRn, t > 0}

such that:

(a) For any pair (x,t) G i2"+1, y —y K(x,y,t) is locally integrable and if f is in

LAa(dx) with compact support contained in a cube Q,

Tf(x, t)= f   K(x, y, t)f(y) dy   for (x, t) i Q.
JRn

(b)

/.
\\K(x, y, t) - K(x, y', t)\\sc(A,B) dp(x, t) < C    for y, y' G Rn.

\x-y'\+t>2\y-y'\

Then:

(i) T maps LpA(dx) into LqB(dp) for 1/p = 1 - 0(1 - a/n), \/q = (1 - 0)/s,

0 < 0 < 1 (i.e. 1/p = a/n + s(l — a/n)/q, s < q < oo).

(ii) T maps LA(dx) into weak-LB(dp), i.e.

p{(x,t) G Rî+1: ||T/(i,í)||B > A} < £¡ (J   WfWUdxJ .

REMARK.  The last theorem remains true when a — 0 (i.e. n/a = oo), but in

this case we are interested in the following result.

THEOREM 2.   Let A, B be Banach spaces and T be a bounded linear operator

from L'A(u>(x)dx) into L'B(du) for any pair (v,w) in Ci.

Suppose that there exists a Z(A, B)-valued function K in

RnxRnx R+\{(x, x, t): xGRn, t > 0}
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such that:

(a) For any pair (x,t) G Ä"+1, y —y K(x,y,t) is locally integrable and if f is in

L(A(dx) with compact support contained in a cube Q,

(b)

Tf(x,t)=  f   K(x,y,t)f(y)dy   }or(x,t)iQ.
JR"

\y-y'\
\\K(x,y,t)-K(x,y',t)\\C{AiB)<C-l

\x-y'\ +t)n+1

for \x — y'\ + t > 2\y — y'\.
Then, the following vector-valued inequalities hold for any Carleson measure p

onRl+1:

1/9

<C

(i) For 1 < p,q < oo

(ii) For 1 < q < oo

IM[\(x,t)eR!¡+1:'E\\Tfj(x,t)\\qB>W

LP(du)

1/9

2_^Wh\\A

LP(dx)

<
C

/-(?'

1/9

/.(*) dx.

In order to prove Theorem 2 we shall use the following

THEOREM 3.   IfT is an operator verifying the hypothesis in Theorem 2, then:

(i) T maps La(cü(x)dx) into LB(dv) for 1 < p < oo and (v,ui) in Ci.

(ii) T maps L\(ui(x)dx) into weak-LB(dv) for any (v,oj) in Ci.

3. Proofs of the main theorems. We shall first prove Theorem 3. It is

enough to prove (ii) from which, by applying Marcinkiewicz's interpolation theorem,

we obtain (i).

We shall denote Ci(u, uj) as the infimum of constants C satisfying the condition

Ci for the pair (v, uj).

Let / be a function in L\ D LA(Rn; ui(x) dx). Let A be a positive number and

consider the dyadic cubes in Rn such that

(3) A< i¡/»/wiui«i dx.

Our goal is to prove

(4) ¡,({(x,í)e^+1:||T/(a;,í)||B>A})<^ f    \\f{x)\\Au3{x)dx.
A Jr"

We consider two possibilities: If

v(K) ^
Ci(u,ui)

f    ll/(
JR"

x)\\Au(x)dx,

then (4) is trivial.
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In the other case, the existence of dyadic maximal cubes verifying (3) is guaran-

teed by the following inequality:

(5) v(Q)<^^j \\f(x)\\Adx<^^ j ||/(x)|UW(x)dx,

where in the second inequality the hypothesis on (u, u>) is used.

As usual these dyadic maximal cubes, say Qk, verify

X<WT\ f   \\f(x)\\Adx<2nX
\Qk\ jQk

and

||/(x)|U<A   a.e. xi{}Qk.
k

We shall introduce the following notation: Q* will be the cube with the same

center as Q but with side length two times the side length of Q. Ù will be the

set union of the dyadic maximal cubes (fi — \JkQk).  Similarly, we shall denote

n* = ufc Qh ñ = ufc Qk and ñ* = \jk Qi-
We decompose / = g + b, where g(x) = f(x) for x £ fi, g(x) = \Qk\ 1 fQk f(y) dy

for x gQic, and

b(x) = f(x) - g(x) = £ (fW - W~\ Í   f(v)dv) XQ¿*) = E^W-
k\ \Qk\JQk J T

In order to prove (4) we use

\\Tg\\LW(d,) < C||s||L-((M < 2"CA

to obtain

u({(x,t) G Rn++Í: \\Tf(x,t)\\B > 2n+1CX})

< u({(x,t) G R%+\ ||T6(x,i)||B > 2"C7A})

and, therefore, it is enough to show that

(6) u({(x, t) G Rn++l: \\Tb(x, t)\\B > A}) < f [   \\f(x)\\Aw(x) dx.
A Jr"

We put

v({(x,t)GRl+1:\\Tb(x,t)\\B>X})

< v(fr) + v({(x\t) i Ù*: ||T6(x,í)||B > A}).

Let us estimate the two members of this sum:

*(fi*)<£,,(&)<£îA    *      /"    \\f(y)\\Ady
k k IW JQ"

<2nCi(v,u)YJ\ i   \\f(y)Uoj(y)dy

<j[    \\f(y)\\AU>(y)dy.
Ä JR"
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For the second member we apply hypothesis (a) to get

!/({(*,«)* ft": ||T&(M)||b> A})

\ f       \\Tb(x,t)\\Bdv<\¿2 Í       \\Tbk(x,t)\\Bdv
AJ(Ct'Y A^yJ{ñ'Y

Y,l.      (f   \\K(x,y,t)-K(x,yk,t)\\L(A,B)\\bk(y)\\Ady\dv,
X~k~J

where we have used that Jq bk = 0 and yk is the center of Qk. By Fubini's theorem

this is equal to

ÍEÍ   HMy)IU/       \\K(x,y,t)-K(x,yk,t)\\C{AtB)du(x,t)dy.
A   j   JQk J(C1')'

Using hypothesis (b) this is less than

?EÍ whmuf.   ,,  ly~lkl,n+1dv(x,t)dy
x   k JQk Hn-)' (\x -Vk\+ t)n+1

^tE(/   \\bk(y)\\AdyyMk = 2^-J2(¡   ll/(î/)IUdy)-Mfc,

where
r i i

Mk = esssup /        -n-—¡--z—-r df(x,t).
y£Qk  J(ñ')c(\x-yk\+t)"+i      V     ;

But for y G Qk geometric considerations say that

f   -i^i    dv(x,t)<c\Qkyi"Y i „  dv{^\ g

<c\Qk\^f:[   dvM
^ (2^|Qfc|1/n)«+i

SO|W 2^(2J|Qfc|l/n)n+l

f> i K'^Qfc)
^»'   |2J+1Qfc|
j=i

< C-Ci(i/,a;) • w(x)    a.e. xGQk,

where A{ = {(x,i) £ iü^1^1^1/» > \x - yk\ +t > 2J|Qfc|1/"} and V+1Qk

denotes the cube in Rn with the same center as Qk and side length 2J+1 times the

length of Qk. Therefore, we have Mk < Cw(x) a.e. x GQk and so

v({(x,t)£Ù*:\\Tb(x,t)\\B>X})

<?E/    \\f(y)\\Au(y)dy<?- [    \\f(y)\\My)dy.
AkJQk AJRn

This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.
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REMARK. In the case uj(x) = 1, (p,ui) G Ci if and only if p is a Carleson

measure. In this case, the first hypothesis on T and condition (b) of Theorem 3

can be substituted by

(c') For a fixed p0, 1 < p0 < oo, T maps LpA°(Rn;dx) into LB°(ñ"+1;(i/i) bound-

edly.

(b') f\x-y,ï+t>2\y-y>\ \\K(x,y,t) - K(x,y',t)\\C{AtB)dp(x,t) < C for y,y' G Rn
and then the next theorem can be proved.

THEOREM 4. IfT is an operator verifying (b') and (c') above and part (a) of

Theorem 2, then

(i) T maps LpA(Rn;dx) into LpB(Rl+1;dp) forl<p< p0,

(ii) T maps LA(Rn;dx) into weak-LB(R1+1;dp).

The proof is as in Theorem 3 except the two following computations:

p({(x,t)GRl+1:\\Tg(x,t)\\B>X})

* ¿4+1 WT9(x,t)\\p¿ dp(x,t) <^jRn \\g(x)ndx

<f /   \\g(x)\\Adx<Ç-(   \\f(x)\\Adx
A   JRn A   JRn

and

Y] /    \\bk(y)\\A \\K(x,y,t)-K(x,yk,t)\\c(AtB)dp(x,t)dy
k JQk Jiß'Y

<£<?/   IIMy)IUdî,<2cW   \\f(y)\\Ady.

PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Given an operator T as in Theorem 2, we can define

a new operator T mapping ¿s(A)-valued functions into /s(ß)-valued ones (where s

is fixed, 1 < s < oo) as

f(fi,f2,..., /„...) = (Tfi,Tf2,...,TfJ,...).

By Theorem 3, T maps LqA(Rn;dx) into LgB(R7¡+1;dp) (1 < q < oo); then it is

clear that T is bounded from LQq,AJRn;dx) to Lqlq,BAR++1;dp), 1 < q < oo.

Moreover, T is an operator like T, but with associated kernel K(x, t) — K(x, t) ®

Id, so that

\\K(x,t)\\Uiq(A)p(B)) = \\K(x,t)\\C{AiB).

Now, by Theorem 4, taking lq(A) and lq(B) as the Banach spaces and q = po, we

obtain part (ii) of Theorem 2 and also part (i) with the restriction 1 < p < q < oo.

To prove part (i) in the case l<g<p<oowe shall need the following

LEMMA. Let u be a function in Lr(Rn+1;dp), 1 < r < oo, and p a Carleson

measure. Consider the maximal function

U* (x) — SUp -rp-r   /    \u(x, t)\ dp(x, t).
x€Q \Q\ JQIQ

Then

ll«*IU'(K";dx) < C\\u\\Lr(Rl+1;dß)-
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Before proving the lemma we shall finish the proof of Theorem 2.

Let r — p/q and make the following computation:

(7)    /ñ;+i (ç wm)   dp = ^+i (^ \m%j ud^ ,

where u > 0, u G Lr (R™+1;dp) and ||w||¿r'(d„) < 1.

It is obvious that the pair (udp,u*) satisfies condition Ci. Then by Theorem 3

the last member of (7) is less than

4Çn/;(*)ii>*(x)<fe) c<cníj2\\f3ixMj dxy\\u*\YLT,(dx)

where in the last inequality we have used the lemma. This concludes the proof of

Theorem 2.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. Observe that

|u*(x)| < SUp -rprr-NIx,»^) < C||u||Lo=(d/i);
xeQ   M

that is,

llu*llL°°(dx) < C\\u\\Lao(dßy

Then it is enough to prove

(8) |{xefin:u*(x) >q}| < - /        \u(x,t)\dp(x,t)
a yñn+i

since the rest follows by interpolation with the result for r = oo.

But (8) can be done by a standard application of Besicovitch's covering lemma.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. As in Theorem 3, it is enough to prove (ii). In order

to do that we shall make a kind of "variable" Calderón-Zygmund decomposition

(the idea goes back to [12 and 13]).

Our goal is to prove

(9) p({(x,t) G Rl+1: \\Tf(x,t)\\B > 7}) < £ (J^ \\f(x)\\Adxy .

Given a function / G L\ PI LAa(dx), let A be any positive number; if Q is a

cube verifying (3), then it is obvious that |Q| < A-1 fRn ||/(x)||a dx and this allows

us to make all the constructions in the proof of Theorem 3, and in particular the

decomposition f = g + b corresponding to the number A.

In order to obtain (9) we shall begin with

p({(x,t)GRrl+1:\\Tb(x,t)\\B>1}).

This is less than

p(Û*) + p({(x,t) ¿Ù*:\\Tb(x,t)\\B > ri).
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The first member of this sum satisfies (we put sn = s(l — a/n))

p(ñ*) < j2p(qd <£ jgl • ¿ (/ wmudy

<¿(/ñji/(y)iu^)so,

where the hypothesis on p and the fact that so > 1 have been used in the last

inequality.

On the other hand

p({(x,t)fU*:\\Tb(x,t)\\B>1})1/*

<-([       ||T6(x,í)||Bd/x(x,í))

i/.

<-£(/"       \\Tbk(x,t)\\Bdp(x,t)
"I   k   \hQ\Y

<-E    i       (Í   \\K(x,y,t)-K(x,yk,t)\\\\bk(y)\\dy)   dp(x,t)\
1   k   {J(Q"kY \JQk ) J

(\  I/«

/       \\K(x,y,t) - K(x,yk,t)\y dp(x,t)\      \\bk(y)\\dy

<^E/   \\bk(y)\\dy<^ f   \\f(y)\\Ady,
1kJQk TJRn

where Minkowski's inequality for dm(y) — \\bk(y)\\dy, the hypothesis on K, and

the disjointness of Qk have been used.

The above estimates add up to get

(10) p({(x,t)GRl+1:\\Tb(x,t)\\B>1})

-c\(~xL ||/(y)|u^y(1 a/n)+(^l iif{y)hdy)s} ■

In particular we can choose À such that

^^-(¡jmuäy)^
and then the corresponding b and g verify

(11) p({(x,t) G Ä»+1: ||T6(x,i)||ß > l}) < £ (|fin ||/(y)|Udyj ,

(12) \\Tg\\L-M < CML^m < CX^WfWl^ = Cl

In other words

p({(x,t)GRl+1:\\Tf(x,t)\\B>2C1})

</i({(x,i)G^+1:||T6(x,i)||B>C77})

C
<- Y [  \\f(y)\\Ady

JR"
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This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.

REMARK. If the hypothesis on the boundedness of T in Theorem 1 is substituted

by the following

(c) there exists 1 < po,qo < °° with s/qo < 1 and 1/po = (a/n) + (s/qo)(l-a/n)

such that T maps LpA(dx) into LqB(dp),

then the following result can be proved:

THEOREM 5. IfT is an operator verifying (c) above and parts (a) and (b) of

Theorem 1, then:

(i) T maps LpA(dx) into LqB(dp) for 1/p = 6/p0 + (1 - 9), \/q = 6/q0 + (1 - 0)/s,
0 < 6 < 1 (i.e. 1/p = a/n + s(l — a/n)/q, s < q < oo).

(ii) T maps LA(dx) into weak-LsB(dp).

To see this observe that the proof of Theorem 1 can be reproduced here and

with the same A we can obtain that

p({(x,t)GRl+1:\\Tg(x,t)\\B>1})

C    r r   / r \ «°/po
<

<C

4. Applications.

/       \\Tg(x,t)\\qßdp(x,t)<^-(f   \\g(x)\\pA°dx
Vo JR1+1 lq°   \JR"

\(Po-l)9o/po   /   C \9o/po        C   í  r

'fjmuäA    <£(/„/(x)|Udx

THEOREM 6.   Let a be given, 0 < a < n and 0 < 1/s < 1 - a/n.  Let <p be a

measurable function on Rn such that:

(a)b(x)|<C/(|x| + A)"+1-°,
(b)|V^(x)|<C7/(|x| + 5)"+2-«,

where A,B,C are constant independent of x.

Given the function $(x,i) = ip(x/t)/tn~a, t>0, consider the operator

T/(x,i)= /   $(x-y,t)f(y)dy.
Jr"

Then for any generalized Carleson measure p on jR™+1 of order s(l — a/n), T

is bounded from Lp(dx) into Lq(dp) for 1/p = (a/n) + (s/q)(l - a/n), s < q < oo,

and from L1(dx) into weak-Ls(dp).

Moreover if a — 0 and s = 1, the following vector-valued inequalities hold:

1/9

E \Tfi <C

L?{dp)

1/9

Eii■19

LP(dx)

and

(Kp,q<oo)

1/9

p    I (x,t)GRn++1:Y,\Tf3(x,t)\9 > A4 J < jjRn    El/^M       dx

(1 < q < oo).

If we take <p(x) = P(x) = cn(\x\2 + l)-(*+D/a$ then $(x,i) = P(x,t) and
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Theorem 6 gives

COROLLARY 1. The Poisson integral verifies vector-valued inequalities (1) and

(1') for 1 < p = q < oo and q = 1, respectively, p being a Carleson measure and

1 < r < oo.

PROOF OF THEOREM 6. Let us check that the operator T satisfies the hypoth-

esis of Theorem 1.

It is clear that T maps Lnla(dx) into L°°(dp) since

(13) \Tf(x,t)\ < \\f\\Ln/a{dx)ML(n/ayidx).

On the other hand, an advanced calculus computation shows that

(14) \V$(x,t)\ <-¡r-.—%-n—

and then the kernel K(x, y, t) = $(x — y, t) of the operator T verifies condition (b)

of Theorem 1 since for y, y' G Rn

[ \K(x,y,t)-K(x,y',t)\sdp(x,t)
J\x-y'\+t>2\y-y'\

<c f 7i—}y ~ ̂ J'—rdp(x,t)
-    J\x-y.l+t>2\y-y>\(\x-y>\+t)(«+i-<*)°   ^y    >

and if Q is a cube in Rn with center in y' and such that y G Q, then the last

expression is less than

dp(x, t)
C\Q\s/n [

J\x-y'\ |+t>a|0|i/» (\x-y'\+t)(n+i-^-

Now, the procedure in the last part of the proof of Theorem 3 can be repeated

and so the above expression is less than

ioi./ny      m(2j+1Q)       <rV i      n(v+1Q)     <r
1^1      Z-, (2J|<3|1/™)(n+i-")ä -    Lft 23s |2¿+i<9|(i-"/")s -

Therefore the first assertions in Theorem 6 are obtained as a consequence of

Theorem 1.

To finish the proof observe that in case a = 0 the inequalities (13) and (14) tell

us that the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are fulfilled.

In our context the following theorem is parallel to a maximal theorem due to F.

Zo (see [11]).

THEOREM 7. Let a be given, 0 < a < n and 0 < 1/s < 1 - a/n. Let p be

a generalized Carleson measure on i?"+1 of order s(l — a/n) and ¡p a measurable

function in i2™+1 such that:

(a) /   \<p(x,t)\n/(n~a) dx < A<oo   Vi>0,
JRn

(b)     /
J\x-y'

fory,y'eRn

1
sup

\+t>2\y-y'\ 6>0 Sn   a

x — y   t\ (x — y'   t
^'^'¿J-^V    8    '6 dp(x,t) < oo
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Then the operator

Mipf(x,t) = sup
¿>o ^/fiX^'£)/(2/)d2/

is bounded from Lp(dx) into Lq(dp) for 1/p = (a/n) + (s/q)(l - a/n), s < q < oo,

and from L1(dx) into weak-L3(dp).

Moreover if a — 0, s — 1 and f verifies

(b>)\vv(x,t)\<c/(\x\ + tr+y
then the following vector-valued inequalities hold:

1/9

EiM^i" <C

LP(dp)

1/9

Ei/ii (Kp,q< oo)

L"(dx)

and

C
(x,t)GRn++i:Y\M^f3(x,t)\q > Xq\\ <^ LfÇ'H

1/9

dx

(I <q< oo).

Before proving Theorem 7 we state and prove two corollaries.

COROLLARY 2. The maximal operator At defined in the introduction verifies

inequalities (!) and (V) for 1 < p — q < oo and q — 1, respectively, p being a

Carleson measure and 1 < r < oo.

COROLLARY 3. For 0 < a < n and 0 < 1/s < 1 — a/n, the maximal operator

Ma is bounded from Lp(dx) into Lq(dp) for 1/p = (a/n) + (s/q)(l — a/n), s < q <

oo, and from L1(dx) into weak-Ls(dp), p being a generalized Carleson measure of

order s(l — a/n).

The proof of both corollaries is the same and consists in taking a function <pa in

Rn+1 such that if Qç> is the unit cube in Rn+1, then

XQo  <<Pa< X2Q0

and

\Vpa(y)\ < C\y\a-n~l    for all y G Ä"+1\{0}

(in case 0 < a < n, it is easy to see that this fact implies condition (b) of Theorem

7 for ipa). Now, observe that Maf(x,t) < Mv>af(x,t) for (x,t) G i2"+1 and apply

Theorem 7.

PROOF OF THEOREM 7. Let S be the linear operator defined by

By (a) it is clear that S is bounded from Lnla(dx) into Lf^(dp), moreover 5 is

given by a £(C,/°°) = /°°-valued kernel
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Condition (b) says that Theorem 1 can be applied to S.  Moreover, condition

(b') says that for \x — y'\ + t > 2\y — y'\

8n
'P

x-y t_

S   'S <f>
x-y' t

8    '6
< C \y-y'\8

'U-l

<C

8n(\x-y'\S-1+t8-1)n+1

\y-y'\

\x-y'\ + t)n+1'

In particular this means that

y-y
\\K(x, y, t) - K(x, y', i)||i- < C ^ ^    ^ for \x-y'\+t> 2\y - y'\.

So Theorem 2 applies to 5.

The proof is finished by observing that M^/ = ||S/||;°o.

The results in Corollary 3 can be improved, in fact a vector-valued version is

true. This will be a consequence of the following

PROPOSITION. Let 0 < a < n and 0 < 1/s < 1 - a/n. Let p be a generalized

Carleson measure of order s(l — a/n) and r, 1 < r < oo. Then the generalized

fractional integral of order a, Ta, defined in the introduction verifies the following

inequalities:

(i)

(v pA

Çi/iWrJ   dx

1/9

for 1/p = (a/n) + (s/q)(l — a/n), s < q < oo.

(")

pi \(x,t) G R^+1:Y\Taf3(x,t)y > Xr

l/r

^.U(Eimr) dx

COROLLARY 4.   The same inequalities are true for the maximal operator Ma-

For the proof of the corollary observe that

Maf(x,t)<C-Taf(x,t),        (x,t)GRn++l.

PROOF OF THE PROPOSITION.  The idea is to check that Theorem 5 can be

applied. This will be true because of the following lemma.
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LEMMA.   Let a be given, 0 < a < n.   Then for any e > 0 with 0 < a — e <

a + £ < n there exists a constant C£ such that

Taf(x, t) < C£(MQ+£f(x, t) • AtQ_£/(x, t))1'2,        (x, t) G Rl+1,

Taking the lemma for granted and verifying po and qç,:

(15) 1/po = (a/n) + (s/q0)(l - a/n),        s < q0 < oo,

choose qe and qe given by

Observe that

qe < q0 < q£    and    (q0/2q£) + (qo/2q£) = 1.

Then Holder's inequality says that

/       \Taf(x,t)\qo dp(x,t)
JRI+1

<C£  f \Ma+£f(x, t) ■ Ma-ef(x, t)\qo/2 dp(x, t)
JRI+1

/   ç \9o/2?£

<C£[ J n+iMa+£f(x,t)q<dp(x,t)\

■U n+iMa-£f(x,t)q*dp(x,t)\

and by Corollary 3 this is less than

(/■ \ 9o/2p0   /   /• \ go/2po

jRJf(x)\p°dx) y     \f(x)\»>dx — ̂ e|l/lli,Po (dx)'

On the other hand the computations in the proof of Theorem 6 can be reproduced

to see that the kernel of Ta satisfies condition (b) of Theorem 5.

Therefore Ta maps Lp(dx) into Lq(dp) for 1/p = (a/n) + (s/q)(l - a/n), s <

q < oo, and Ll(dx) into weak-Ls(dp).

To obtain the required vector-valued inequalities it is a well-known fact that if

(0, A,m) is an arbitrary measure space, B is a Banach space and T is a positive

linear operator acting on measurable functions (i.e. if / > 0, then Tf > 0), then

for any nice 5-valued function /, let us say f G B ® Lp(Q,A,m), the following

pointwise inequality is true:

(17) ||T/(x)||b<T(||/||b)(x),       XGÜ.

Taking T = Ta and B = V in (17), one obtains the vector-valued inequalities

stated in the proposition.

PROOF OF THE LEMMA. We follow [10 and 2]. Given (x,t) G R1+1 and e > 0,

0 < a — £ < a + e <n, we choose 8 such that

82£ = Ma+£f(x,t) ■ (Ma^f(x,t))-y
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Now we put

Taf(x ,t) = cn j
J\x-y

+ Cn

J\x

f(y)
\+t<6 (|z-l/l+*)'

f(y)

-dy

-y\+t>s(\x-y\ + t)n-a

Let Rj, and B{ (i G Z) be the sets

R% = {y e Rn: 2-^6 < \x - y\ + t < 2^8),

£, = {</£ Rn: \x - y\ < 2~l8}.

Observe that if t > 8, then Ii = 0 and in any case

dy = Ii+I2.

oo       »

\h\<CY      (2-i-18)-n+a\f(y)\dy
i=0 jRi
oo 1 ç

í%WW^JB¿mdy

oo . f

<cj:(^)%2'a+£\f(y)\
i=0 v ; JBi

dy

<C£8£Ma-£f(x,t).

Analogously

|I2I<

OO . ç.

cT^èremn-a-ejB\^y)\ dy

<C'£8-eMa+£f(x,t),

and so with the above election of 8 the lemma is proved.

REMARKS. 1. The Poisson integral is a linear positive operator. Then any

vector-valued extension can be obtained from (17).

2. The linearity of the operator is essential in (17). This can be released with

the following example:

Take the sequence of functions fj — X[2-j-i,2-j\ on R. Let T be the standard

Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator and let q, 1 < q < oo, be given. For B = lq

inequality (17) means

1/9

and this is

(x)> \Y\TfAx)\q
¿=o

1/9

T(x[o,i])(x)>    £|T/,(x)

\3=0

That is false in x — 0; moreover when x increases to zero the left-hand side remains

bounded while the right-hand side tends to infinity.

3.  The translation invariance of this operator is the first variable that makes

it possible to obtain mixed norm estimates in some particular case.  This will be
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considered in a forthcoming paper but we can state the following example of mixed

norms:

If p is a Carleson measure on R\, then the following mixed norm estimate is

true:

'    f   (    f f   (    f XP2/P1 NPn/Pn-!

I \J    "J  \J   l-M-f(xi'---'a;"'i)lPlda:i) dx2-\ dp(xn,t)

<cijn■■■ JU\f(xi,...,xn)rdxiY 'dx

1 < pi < oo, t = 1,...,n.

5. Some weighted norm inequalities. The main theorem in this part is the

following

THEOREM 8. Let p, q be given, l<p<q<oo,0<a<n. Then the following

are equivalent:

(i) The operator Ma is bounded from Lp(du) into weak-Lq(dp).

(ii) The pair (p,w) satisfies condition CqiP,a (see §2).

The idea of the proof we shall give is taken from the proof of the corresponding

dyadic theorem; in order to state it we define

(18) ¿/a/(s,¿) = sup{      *a/w/ \f{y)\dy\        (xGRn,t>0),

where the supremum is taken over the dyadic cubes Q (i.e. cubes of the form

n"=i ixi, xi + 2fc), where x G 2kZn, k G Z) in Rn containing x and have side length

at least t.

We shall say that the pair (p, w) satisfies dyadic Cq¡PiCt if condition (2) is only

fulfilled for dyadic cubes Q in Rn.

DYADIC THEOREM 8. Let p, q be given, l<p<q<oo,0<a<n. Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) The operator Ma is bounded from Lp(du) into weak-Lq(dp).

(ii) The pair (p,w) satisfies dyadic Cq,p,a-

The proof of (i) => (ii) is the same in both theorems; we write it for the dyadic

case.

It is clear that

Q C |(x,i) G R^+1:Maf(x,t) >^±^j \f(y)\dy} .

Then taking / = XQw_P//p in the p > 1 case and / = Xg,w_1 with Q' C Q in the

p = 1 case (let Q' tend to x), the use of hypothesis (i) gives (ii).

PROOF OF (ii) => (i). Dyadic case. It is enough to prove that M^ is bounded

from Lp(dw) into weak-Lq(dp) with bound independent of R and M^ the operator

defined by

A/Qfl/(x,t) = sup||Q|11_Q/n| |/(y)|dy}        (xGRn, t>0),
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where the supremum is taken over the dyadic cubes in Rn containing x and have

side length bigger than t but smaller than R.

The bound R for the side length of the cubes permits us to make a standard

maximality argument and prove that for each A > 0 there exists a family {Qj} of

dyadic cubes in Rn such that

(19) Ex = {(x,t) G Rl+1:M*f(x,t) > A} = (JQj,

(20) The interiors of Qj are disjoints,

(21) ]5J^fQ¡imldy>,.

Then

p ({(x, t) GR1+1: XI0Rf(x, t) >X})=Y KQi)
3

In the p = 1 case the condition C<j,i,Q gives directly that this is less than

C_
XqE(/q \f(y)\"(y)dy) <^JRJf(y)\^(y)dyy.

In the other case, p > 1, Holder's inequality says that p(Ex) is less than

q/p / „ \ q/p'

<;§(/sJ/MrM*)<¡*)",
where condition Cg,p,a and the fact p < q have been used.

PROOF OF (ii) => (i). Nondyadic case. The proof can be done as in the dyadic

case if we prove the following

LEMMA.   Given 0 < A < co, there exists a sequence of cubes {Qk} in Rn such

that :

(i)

{(x,t)GRl+1:M^f(x,t)>X}c\jQk,
k

(Ü)

ttt-t,-1- I    \f(y)\dy > cX
IQfcl1-"/" JQk '  v n

(where c is a positive constant depending only on a and n).

(iii) The sequence {Qk} can be distributed in N (number depending on the di-

mension n) families of cubes with disjoint interiors.

(Here, At^ has obvious meaning.)
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PROOF OF THE LEMMA. Let ATa/(x,i) be the noncentered maximal function,

i.e. the supremum in the definition of Ata is taken over all the cubes containing x.

Analogously we define AlQ.

The existence of constants c„ and kn independent of R and bigger than 1 is

clear, such that

(22) At^/(x,í)<^/(x,í)<CnAt^ñ/(x,í),        (x,t)GRn++1.

Let fâ(x) be the standard centered fractional maximal operator truncated at

R, i.e.

fi"W=^{r^/l/WI*}, xGRn,

where the supremum is taken over cubes in Rn centered at x, with sides parallel to

the axes and have side length less than R.

We define the following sets:

E* = {(x,t)GRl+l:Ma:f(x,t)>r]},

A* = {xGRn:raR(x)>n}.

For x G A^ let t(x,n,R) = sup{i: (x,t) G E^}; then the following statements are

obvious:

(a) t(x,rj,R) <R;xGRn,n>0.

(b) If Q(x, n, R) is the cube centered at x and with radius t(x, n, R), then

^w^L,^^^-\Q(x

(c)A% c{JxeA« Q(x,n,R).

A standard application of Besicovitch's covering lemma says that there exists a

sequence {xfc} such that

A%c{jQ(xk,r,,R) = {jQk
k k

and the family {Qk} can be distributed in N disjoint subfamilies (N depending

only on n).

Then the lemma will be proved if we show

E? clJOtzfc,^1 A, *:„#).
fc

Let (x, t) G E? C Ek2ñ ; in particular

xGAk^ c\\Q(xk,cy1X,knR)
Cn    A N^f

k

and then there exists a k such that

xG Q(xk,cnlX,knR).
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If (x, t) £ Q(xk,c~1X,knR), then t > i(xfe,c~1A,rC„/2) and this would say that xk

is in any cube, Q(x; s), centered at x and with radius s>t, therefore

Aif/(x,í) = Alf/(xfc,í).
Now using (22) and the fact that (x, t) G Ef we have

A<c„Aí^ñ/(xfc,í),

which is a contradiction to the definition of t(xk,c~1X, knR).

REMARKS. 1. The case a — 0 has already been considered in [7] where a

different proof was given.

2. In order to prove that conditions CgiP,Q ad C9jijQ are necessary we have as-

sumed that uj~p lp and respectively w_1 are locally integrable; this can be done be-

cause in the other case (i) fails; in fact: If /Q uj~p ^p(x) dx — oo, then /Q lj1~p (x) dx

= Jq oj~p (x)cj(x) dx = oo and this will imply the existence of g G LP(Q; oj(x) dx) C

Lp(oj(x)dx) such that J(-.g(x)uj~1(x)uj(x)dx — oo and then Mag(x,t) — oo for

(x,t)GRl+1.
If ¡Qijj~l(x)dx = oo this will say that Ata(XQw_1) — °° and X<2W_1 G L1(dw)

which is a contradiction to (i)

3. If t = 0, then Ta/(x,0) and AtQ/(x,0) are respectively the usual fractional

integral Iaf and the maximal fractional operator /* in Rn. In this case taking

dp(x,t) = u(x)dx ® So(t) we have some necessary and sufficient condition in the

pair of weights (u, w) for the weak boundedness of the operator /*. The case in

which (1/q) = (1/p) — (ot/n) and ux¡q = ui1/p has been treated in [4]. The case in

which p = q for different weights and strong boundedness has been considered in

[9].
4. The maximal operator Ata can be defined with respect to any doubling

measure a on Rn, i.e.

Ala/(x,i)=sup|^y \f(y)\da(y)\

and, as Besicovitch's lemma remains valid, all the results in §5 are true substituting

the Lebesgue measure for the measure a.

In particular, for a = 0, oj = 1 and a doubling, Theorem 8 gives as a consequence

the following well-known lemma about Carleson measures:

LEMMA 1.   Let p anda be nonnegative measures on i2™+1 and Rn respectively

such that a is doubling and p(Q) < Ca(Q)q/p for q>p. Then

p ({(x,t) G ÄJ+1: |/(x,í)| > A}) < g (J   N(f)(x)pda(x)J " ■

Here N(f)(x) is the nontangential maximal function

N(f)(x)=     sup     \f(z,t)\,
(z,t)€T(x)

where T(x) is the cone {(z,t) G Ä"+1: \x - z\ < at} with vertex x and aperture a.

The proof of the lemma is given by the inequality

\f(x,t)\<CM(Nf)(x,t),        (x,t)GRn++l.

This inequality allows us to state the following generalization of Lemma 1:
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LEMMA 2. Let p, v, a be nonnegative measures on ü"+1, Rn and Rn respec-

tively such that a is doubling, u is absolutely continuous with respect to a and such

that for any cube Q in Rn

"(0)(sè)/,(W Mx)J" iC°iQ)'"-
Then

p({(x,t)GRn++1:\f(x,t)\ >X})<yq (JjN(f)(x))pdv(xfgP

5. The lemma stated in §4 allows us to obtain some weighted norm inequalities

for the operator Ta and then by inequality (17) some vector-valued inequalities

with weights.

In our opinion the main applications of this kind of inequality would be in the

theory of Besov-Lizorkin-Triebel spaces (see [3]); this will be considered in a forth-

coming paper.
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